
American Movement Sizes
!e measure for time has been displaced
Interpreted and delayed into space.
!is calculated system that calls for collapse.
Of time. of views into
A door pushed.
Openings to exists and entrances.
!e inbetween space of an other now it.
To push. To push so many times that it would wear away if not protected.
Protected with a color so valuable as to protect the act of pushing itself.
Protecting it so it can never ever stop.
Forming a new.
Inviting a collapse.
!at it is over. !at it is seen when it is not there.
!at it does not exist.
And it comes.
!ere is a clearing in which you can see forwards.
!rough the expected re"ection of what is now behind.
!e clearings obstructed by the inability to focus on varied distances at once.
Back-forth through not through
those erasers of moments
of things caught in the memory of it.
Of what it was. Now so di#erent so new.
it is nothing
it is blank
it is a void
that you $ll.
It re"ects the meaning of everything else
and the looks it asks for.
It can not help inviting a subject.
!e subject it desires
and desires it.
But in all this
in the production of things, of ourselves
marked on the other side
guarded by walls
marks the coded formation of image
of what it was asked to show us.
Anything.
Ratios.
Do they have meaning in form?
Ratios of light sockets in a white space.
Contexts disappeared ratios reappear.
And the pitchers!
Pour them!
!e di#erence.
!e politics of acceptance and of letting things become.
!ere is a vase that needs your handles



!ings are designed and decorated so brilliantly
like the kitchen sink and its remainders of soap suds
the holiday lights and
facades of facades.
In material, in language, in life there are layers upon layers of meaning, reason and authority.
!e process of stripping the layers of their form or the form of its layers are what can give individuals, what can 
give the viewer of any thing it’s power to rearrange the meaning and to form new associations.
New rules to the game.
!e moves that need to be made are not that of the moving around objects,
of moving around whole collections of jumbled and layered meaning,
but of stripping down and building new objects.
aking new rules.
Whole new forms need to be made in order to process change.
Subtext.
Cli# Notes,
and Margin Notes
Nothing is like anything else.
It is what it is.
Everything is like everything else.
It’s all a game.
Lets pretend these vases say....
Stand for a crowd of people.
We are only talking about symbols here.
!ey have been broken.
Shattered.
!e mouths were removed.
Now also the handles have been removed.
!e handle, a more di%cult metaphor in relation
can either mean the hand they use to grasp the lever or an actual lever. Something that uses tools or the part of 
the tool itself.
Now the others.
!e "owers, and the gold removed.
!ey were always only there for décor anyway.
Like the word bricolage.
But we know what all that is anyway.
To add a false value. Or an actual value
that is not of the object but that is of the layout of the paint that eases the eyes and heart blocking the violence of 
production.
Now how exactly do we break down an object and with how many parts?
Well, how exactly do we break down ourselves, or processes.
Perhaps this is only a thing that can come from a very violent breaking of vessels.
!e holders of ideas,
or something that can "ow like water
or be held
in a freezer
and be turned to ice.
Until the power goes out.



!is is romantic, or is everything
revolutions are romantic
everything worth living is of this sort
what is in between the lines of the things of that sort are
desperation and passion
great su#ering aspirations
hope and determination
Can a healer ever be desperate?
!ose have healed in battle
even rebels need their doctors
the oranges were for healing
without the causality of the cause they only show decay
gauze
rebel doctors
who needs to know their names
lead paint
you go you ride to the point of in$nity
hello. you are $ne
how can we get some more destruction back into this
can this all be positive synergy
or the cause of hope leading to pasivity
doctrines do your thing
don’t let me speak
i will only twist and shout your words
needing to be said again
who will research the sickness
who will give tidings to the tide
if only i distill out my voice you can hear me speak
again, darkness there you are
riding the way you weigh all
feed him peanut and butter and jelly sandwiches all his lives
Let’s be passive together and guard our existance
healing and art never got married
what can’t the mold eat
where did you get your name?
how are there spaces inbetween it
do you really want something bad
how delightful are your tidings
the something must be torn down for a something to be needed
destruction sel$sh destruction
springith the possibilities
and many more days of romance



!ings to ignite:

valvoline
turquoise
telephones
watches on a string
digital $les
harpsichord
hairlines
ghost footprints
toothpaste
falling rain
ivy
cool sweat
microwaves
tourniquets
placebos
marmalade
rest rooms






